[RECEPTION. GOOD. FIGURES INDICATE TIME IN MINS/SECS SINCE START OF PROGRAM; A VIDEOCLIP OF THE PROGRAM SUMMARIZED BELOW CAN BE ORDERED FROM FBIS/VSD BY CALLING ___ OR FAXING ___ WITHIN 3, DAYS OF BROADCAST DATE.]  

1. 02:41 AVENAJO SAYS 7 SIPADAN HOSTAGES SET TO BE RELEASED 8 FRIDAY. VIDEO SHOWS FILE CLIP OF SIPADAN HOSTAGES, NEGOTIATORS. (TEXT)

2. 03:03 AVENTAJADO SAYS 7 SIPADAN HOSTAGES SET TO BE RELEASED 8 FRIDAY. VIDEO SHOWS FILE CLIP OF SIPADAN HOSTAGES, NEGOTIATORS. (TEXT)

3. 03:05 ESTRADA ORDERS AVENTAJADO TO START NEGOTIATIONS FOR RELEASE OF EVANGELIST'S GROUP. NO VIDEO. (TEXT)

4. 05:41 ESTRADA SET TO SPEAK TOMORROW IN UN ON WORLDWIDE POVERTY. VIDEO SHOWS ESTRADA ENTOURAGE, DELEGATION AT UN.

5. 11:41 ESTRADA MEETS WITH INDONESIA, QATAR'S HEADS OF STATE IN NEW YORK. VIDEO SHOWS ESTRADA, OTHER FOREIGN DELEGATION. (TEXT)

6. 11:47 ENERGY SECRETARY CALLS ON OIL FIRMS TO SLOW DOWN ON OIL PRICE INCREASES. VIDEO SHOWS FIRM'S CEO SPEAKING TO CORRESPONDENT, ENERGY SECRETARY.

7. 14:55 INTERVIEW WITH SMALL OIL FIRM'S CEO ON IMPENDING OIL PRICE INCREASE. NO VIDEO. (COMMERCIAL)

8. 15:00 PESO EXCHANGE RATE REMAINS AT 45.5 PESOS PER DOLLAR. VIDEO SHOWS MAJOR INDUSTRIALIST SPEAKING TO CORRESPONDENT. (COMMERCIAL)

9. 15:14 FOREIGN NEWS WITH VIDEO.
9. 16:00 MALACANANG PALACE DENIES FIRST COUPLE HAS SEPARATED WHEN FIRST LADY CAME HOME FROM US LEAVING ESTRADA BEHIND. VIDEO SHOWS FIRST LADY LOI EJERCITO.

10. 17:25 SUPREME COURT DISMISSES ELDERLY WOMAN'S CASE ON POSSESSION OF ILLEGAL DRUGS. VIDEO SHOWS SUSPECT.

11. 19:14 PETTY CRIME WITH VIDEO.

12. 21:07 METRO MANILA DEVELOPMENT AREA TO BUY GARBAGE OF RESIDENTS TO SOLVE GARBAGE PROBLEM. VIDEO SHOWS GARBAGE, OFFICIAL SPEAKING TO CORRESPONDENT. (COMMERCIAL)

13. 23:56 LAS PINAS, RIZAL RESIDENTS SAY THEY SIGHTED UFO'S; EXPERT SAYS THOSE MUST BE LIGHT EFFECTS. VIDEO SHOWS RESIDENTS SPEAKING TO CORRESPONDENT.

14. 25:48 POLICE ARREST SUSPECTED CHINESE PROSTITUTES, IMMIGRATION TO DEPORT WOMEN. VIDEO SHOWS SUSPECTS.

15. 26:44 WEATHER REPORT. NO VIDEO.

16. 27:29 COMMUNITY SERVICE NEWS WITH VIDEO. (COMMERCIAL)
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